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Fullerton rejects cameras;
proposal not ’cost-effective’
,s
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by Cyndee Fontana
Gail
President
SJSU
Fullerton has dealt the death
blow to the idea of installing three
surveillance cameras on campus.
Executive Vice President
Jack Coleman said Wednesday
Fullerton made the decision
March 27 to veto the idea, a day
after the Academic Senate safety
advisory committee voted
unanimously to oppose the installation of the system.
Fullerton is out of town this
week and was unavailable for
comment.
The safety committe cited
"financial constraints" in
recommending against two
systems outlined in a University
Police Department feasibility
study.
Both an eight-hour system,
which would have cost $51,398 the
first year, and a 24-hour system,
which would have cost $116,151
the first year, exceeded state
funds set aside for the purchase.
A state grant to improve safety
on campus provided $43,000
toward the purchase of the
system.
Coleman said the money
originally earmarked for camera
equipment will be used to by
other equipment for the police
department.
The bulk of the money, about
$32,000, will go toward improving
lighting around entrances
buildings on campus. Coleman
said the university will intall a
switch that will turn lights on and
off automatically.
The rest of the money will go
toward buying interior blue light
telephone equipment and par-

tially funding the purchase of
portable alarms for the library
bookstacks.
Coleman said Fullerton
agreed the proposal was not
"cost-effective." He added he
had also submitted a negative
recommendation to Fullerton in
early March for the same
reasons.
Controversy over the surveillance camera system first
adwhen
the
surfaced
it
ministration announced
planned to explore the alternative at the beginning of the

speech area.
Three leaders of some of the
most vocal groups opposed to the
surveillance camera proposal
said they were pleased with
Fullerton’s decision and the
university’s application of the
funds.
SJSU counselor and local
United Professors of California
president Wiggsy Sivertsen, who
criticized both the police
department and its chief Earnest
Quinton, said she was "pleased"
with Fullerton’s decision.
"I’m glad she made that

Problem of ’financial constraints’
cited in safety committee’s study
school year.
About ten campus groups
went on record opposing the
system because of its costliness,
inconclusive evidence of its effectivensess proved in the police
study and on the grounds the
cameras might infringe on the
civil liberties of the campus
conununtiy.
The cameras were tentatively scheduled to be placed
atop Duncan Hall, Joe West Hall
and the Business Tower. The
camera on the Business Tower
would have overlooked the
Student Union ampitheatre
where political and other free
speech events are held
Police later suggested that a
metal shield be permanently
welded to the camera, blocking
the equipment’s view of the free

decision, especially in view of the
expense and inadequacy of the
system," Sivertsen said.
Pressure
by
different
orgainzations and publicity about
the cameras probably influenced
the decision, Sivertsen said.
"Since it was already in the
budget, the decision could well
have been made with just a
conversation between the police
department and Jack Coleman,"
Sivertsen said. Public pressure
eliminated that possibility, she
claimed.
Sivertsen said she thought
the equipment the university
plans to buy with the funds is "far
better equipment to spend money
on
She added that she was
"disappointed with the enormous

amount of time spent on the
issue."
"After the public safety
committee turned it down and the
council of deans also opposed it, I
wasn’t surprised at all," said
Marilyn Radisch, chairwoman of
the Concerned University Employees and Students committee.
Radisch said she was
"satisfied with the alternatives"
the university provided.
Students
Associated
President Mike Medina said
"wise
Fullerton made a
decision."
at
the
public
out
"It came
safety committee that nobody
supported it," Medina said. " The
public safety committee’s
unanimous vote was just icing on
the cake."
He added that the publicity
surrounding
the
cameras
probably influenced Fullerton’s
decison.
"Public opinion is always a
major factor in determining the
decision you make," he said.
Police Chief Quinton said he
wasn’t surprised by Fullerton’s
decision.
"I can understand why she
did what she did," he said,
because of the because of the
expense of the system and the
recurring maintenance cost
which would have been paid by
the university.
Quinton said the cameras
were meant to be a crime
prevention mechanism and were
just an area that the department
explored.
"We just want to protect the
campus the best way we car," he
said.
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Budget committee chairman Andy Arias speaks about the budget.

Next A.S. budget
must be slashed
if AFI ruled legal
by Jeffrey R. Smith
A 1981-82 budget allocating
$489,991 among 30 campus programs
was approved by the Associated
Students board of directors in a
marathon meeting Wednesday
night.
However, this budget will have
to be cut by approximately $120,000
if the Automatic Funding Initiative
approved by voters last week is
declared constitutional by the A.S.
Judiciary.
"You take this and throw it out
the window" if the judiciary approves the initiative, A.S. Controller
Tom Fil said.
The author of the initiative,
Bruce Alderman, criticized the
board for considering a budget

Takes top spot at university of Dallas

Sasseen to leave SJSU for Texas
by Russ Fung
Associate Academic Vice President Robert
Sasseen will leave SJSU in July to become the
new president of the University of Dallas in
Irving, Texas.
As president, he will be the "top administrator" and carry out the activities
associated with running the school, as well as
work with the academic vice president and
academic deans, according to the University of
Dallas.
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Robert Sasseen

Sasseen, who has been Associate Academic
Vice President since 1972 is the acting academic
vice president this semester filling in for Hobert
Burns who is on sabatical.
He has been at SJSU for 16 years and chaired
the political science department from 1971 to
1972.
When Sasseen was appointed in 1980, the
local chapter of the United Professors of

California sent a letter to SJSU President Gail
Fullerton questioning whether he has "full
confidence" of the faculty his work affected.
As acting academic vice president, Sasseen
is involved in faculty personnel matters like
grievance hearings and curriculum decisions.
Harold Manson, executive assistant to the
president, said Fullerton would choose "an interim person" when Sasseen leaves.
The University of Dallas is a private
Catholic university started 1956 by the sisters of
Saint Mary of Namur.
Approximately 2,200 attend the university,
which offers a liberal arts and sciences undergraduate curriculum, as well as a graduate
program in business management and
philosophic studies.
’We’re very pleased to have Dr. Sasseen,"
said Marj Hobby, administrative assistant to the
president. "The board conducted quite an ex-

tensive search in looking for a new president."
Sasseen will replace acting president
Svetozar Pejovich, who has been in office for one
year. Pejovich will join the Department of
Economics at Texas Ax M in College Park,
Texas.
Pejovich had become acting president when
John Soinrnerfeldt resigned in 1980 for "personal
reasons."
According to Joseph Peabody, managing
editor of the school’s paper, most students think
the school’s recent presidents have been too
business-like and interested only in "efficiency."
He predicted most students would not be too
concerned about Sasseen’s appointment as new
president.
"Students usually go about their business no
matter who is president," Peabody said. "With
the little help that the administration gives, the
school still functions."

Supervisor says gay political power increasing
by David Saracco
Gays are experiencing power
for the first time, Harry Britt, a gay
member of the San Francisco Board
of Supervisors told a group of 25 to 30
SJSU students yesterday.
Britt talked about the political
plight of gays in the 1980s as part of a
series of events for "Lesbian and
Gay Awareness Week" at SJSU.
"Lesbians and gays will be in
the center of the political hub in the
1980s," Britt said. He said there will
be a rejuvenation of political activity on college campuses during
the decade.
Britt said a main priority of
gays should be to get involved in
political activities that concern all
people, not only gays. He also said it
is vital for homosexuals to make
their sexual preference known in
public.
Britt said gays have made more
progress politically in the last five
years than they ever have.
"It’s our job to paint a picture of
ourselves to the public," Britt said.
"Gays would receive better
treatment if they were out in the
open," he said.
"We have to work to free the
people who’ve been alienated in this
society," Britt said. "And you’ll find
the whole society will relate to one
another much better."
Discussing sexism and racism

in society, Britt said, "People must
stop trying to force other people into
patterns tha, are unnatural."
The supervisor said many gays
tend to "want to go back into the
closet" because they lack experience dealing with situations as a
gay.
He said some gays feel coinfortble when it is not revealed that
they are gay and the gay forces are
not as strong "when people want to
be in the closet."
Britt said San Jose is the perfect

city for beginning a strong gay
movement. He said if he and the late
Harvey Milk had not been elected to
serve as supervisors in San Francisco, he would have come to San
Jose to begin a movement.
"I’ve always thought San Jose
was the place where you could find
out if it would work or not," Britt
said. "If we would have lost the
election we would have put all our
energies into San Jose."
"predjudice
is
He
said
irreversible" and people will not

take on racist and sexist views if
they learn about the gay movement
and the people in it.
Gays were involved in much
political turbulence in the last three
years, he said including three
elections, a riot and a change in the
system of government in San
Francisco.
The murder of fellow supervisor
Milk was a very traumatic experience for the gay community in
San Francisco and all over the
country, Britt said.

"We had to face the reality of
being able to continue to actively
participate without getting wiped
out."
He described the murder of the
late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. ass
similar experience that faced
blacks. "The question is can we deal
with it?" Britt asked.
"Well, I know we can deal with
a," he said. "We will not be
destroyed and we will not be kept
back."
see BRIT!’ page 10

which did not take AFI into consideration.
"By continuing to discuss the
budget as is, the board is ignoring
the mandate of the voters,"
Alderman said. "If you don’t implement AFI, you’re clinging to the
belief that democracy is unconstitutional."
A.S. President Mike Medina
said it would be "a vicious process"
to go through another entire round of
budget hearing and try to cut
$120,000.
More than one-fourth of the
approved budget will go to the A.S.
Business Office. The office submitted a request for $141,412 but the
board allocated $124,000.
During the meeting, which
lasted from 3 p.m. Wednesday to
1:45 a.m. Thursday, the board
hammered out compromises between the recommendations of the
A.S. budget committee and those of
Medina. The committee’s and
recommendations
Medina’s
programs conflicted.
The meeting began with public
forum on the S.U. Upper Pad, during
which representatives of budgeted
programs engaged in spirited
debate with budget committee
members over the size of their
allocations.
Allocations discussed during the
public forum were for A.S. Earth
Toys, A.S. Leisure Services, the
Women’s Center, "Women’s Week"
El Concilio, Greek Week,
Homemcoming and the Frances
Gulland Child Development Center.
Although the business office
received more money than any other
program, it received a $5,600 cut
from last year. Medina recommended $123,000 for the office while
the budget committee recommended $128,500.
"We are spending a disproporionate amount of funds on our administration," Medina said.
"This is particular office is one
of the most utilized of campus,’
board member Diane Varouchakis
said. "I want to go with the budget
committee’s recommendation."
The board then tentatively
Medina’s recomapproved
mendation 7-5. After going through
all the programs and finding that
$3,000 was left over, the board added
$1,000 to the business office’s account, doing likewise for A.S. public
relations, which received $12,500,
and for African Awareness Month,
which received $6,000.
The second largest allocation
went to the A.S. program board,
which received $94,500 for this year.
The program board estimates its
income for 1981-82 at $55,000.
Alderman has suggested cutting
$40,000 from the program board
budget. He has also advocated cuts
of $50,000 from the businees office,
$25,000 from A.S. clerical services
and $7,200 from the A.S. executive
account.
The clerical support service
received $39,958 while the A.S.
executives received $16,700.
see BUDGET page ID
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Students may face disaster
with Reagan education cuts
Stephanie Villegas
SteM Writer

College students of today are
tomorrow’s leaders?
More accurately speaking,
many college students today will be
tomorrow’s drop-outs if Reagan’s
plan to eliminate college aid is
passed.
In Reagan’s crusade to slow
federal spending, he has thoughtlessly planned to cut $803
million from Basic Educational Opportunity Grants
BEOGs and guaranteed student loans.
In addition, the Reagan administration wants to
eliminate the National Direct Student Loan Program
NDSL), which provides low-interest loans and aid under
the Social Security program which assists students of
deceased, disabled or retired parents.
Reagan’s policy to drastically reduce funds for higher
education is going to affect a great number of college
students.
According to William Steif in an article in the Evening
Tribune, next fall will be rough, financially, for the
nation’s 11.5 million college students.
Undoubtedly, students will be forced to find alternative means to continue their education. For some
students, this may mean dropping out of school for awhile
and working until they can afford to attend school or it
may mean getting part-time jobs or transferring to less
expensive community colleges.
What we don’t need next to inflation is a population of
less educated people or a president who underestimates
the importance of federal funds for higher education.
Approximately 15 to 20 percent of SJSU students
depend on some type of financial aid including BEOGs,
loans or work study programs.
Many of these students will be receiving less
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assistance in finacial aid, if any at all.
BEOGs are the largest federal student aid program.
In fiscal 1980, $2.5 billion was spent on BEOGs. However,
for the current fiscal year, BEOGs are budgeted at $1.85
billion. Students can therefore expect a M00-$600 cut per
student requesting BEOGs next fall, according to a World
News Report article.
In fiscal 1980, $286 million was spent on the National
Direct Student Loan Program. However, to match the
$186 million budget for next year, 100,000 students will not
receive loans next fall.

Students who depend on federal aid
should not be denied an education

1

In addition to Reagan’s vulgar ploy to slash the 1982
budget, the Reagan administration wants to raise the
interest rate from nine percent to 18 or 19 percent for the
Guaranteed Student Loans. In fiscal 1980, the loans cost
the treasury $1.7 billion and next year the cost will oe as
high as $2.5 billion.
Reagan’s decision to eliminate student aid won’t pass
without a fight.
We are smart enough to realize the need for an
education; we are tomorrow’s future and we are also a
percentage of the voting population that can have an influence on Congress in the years to come.
Higher education is an investment that produces
future leaders, business persons, scientists and other
professionals.
Students who depend on federal aid to get an
education and become a part of the professional world
should not be denied this money.

Editorial

Coyotes can restore balance

Even Klan has rights
The late Supreme Court Justice William 0. Douglas, in
an opinion interpreting the scope of the First Amendment,
observed that "Full and free discussion ... has been the
safeguard of every religious, political, philosophical,
economic and racial group among us.
"We have deemed it more harmful to suppress a dispised minority than to let them vent their spleen ... We
have wanted to land where our people can be exposed to all
the diverse creeds and cultures of the world."
We agree. However, the Associated Students board of
directors seems unwilling to go on record as endorsing this
principle.
On April Fool’s Day the board passed a resolution
asking the San Jose City Council to "reconsider" its
decision to allow the Ku Klux Klan to hold a recruiting
rally in St. James Park on April 11.
The A.S. resolution was reworded from a stronger
original text which asked that the city council "revoke"
the Klan’s permit.
Who do they think they’re fooling?
The A.S. wants to sit on the political fence, placating
groups that oppose the Klan, without alienating those on
campus who believe in the First Amendment.
Asking the city council to "reconsider" its decision to
accord the same constitutional rights to the Klan as to any
other group as a hypocritical play considering the board’s
espousal of the rights of other minorities to have their say.
We join the A.S. in its concern that safety be maintained at the rally. We also share the board’s contempt for
the racist ideology of the Klan.
But taking away their freedom of expression is not the
way to fight the Klan’s ideas. If anyone is to have freedom
of expression, everyone must.
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by Ted Catanesi
Staff Writer

The proposal to cut back the
Angel Island deer herd by importing
six wild, sterile coyotes received
immediate public opposition and
was cancelled within a week of its
announcement.
In natural circumstances,
coyotes are predators of deer. But
this situation is not a natural one, as
the herd does not have a natural
predator, so I favor the idea.
The deer herd numbers between
150 and 200 and has no natural
predators, because none exist on the
island. Without predators, the deer
will continue to proliferate because
of their high reproduction rate.
Eventually, the herd will
overgraze its food source and begin
to die off from starvation and
disease. Thus the proposal to cut
back the herd with coyotes.
It was estimated that the
coyotes would weed out about 61
deer.
Predators usually kill the weak
and diseased members of a group of
animals, which actually strengthens
the herd, because it leaves behind
only the strong and healthy to

continue the population.
It’s the law of nature.
Dale R. McCullough, wildlife
management professor at UCBerkeley, an expert in his field,
proposed the idea by saying that
coyotes are the most acceptable
means for simulating the natural
balance in nature.
If the herd were occupying the
island under natural processes, it
would be alright, but I object to the
unnatural importation of coyotes.
The herd is there because the
military which was based on the
island introduced the deer to the
island so they could use them for
hunting.
Man was the deer’s only
predator.
Originally, McCullough
suggested shooting the deer as a
means of controlling the herd. He
said it’s the most humane and efficient way to tackle the problem.
But the public didn’t go for it.
And when he came up with the

coyote idea, the public criticized it
actively.
Mann County Supervisor Al
Aramburu said the proposal was
"preposterous." And another county
supervisor, Gary Giacomini, said it
would turn the island into a bloody
"circus."
One week after the proposal was
announced at Fort Mason in San
Francisco, the state department of
fish and game began receiving a
flood of letters and phone calls opposing the idea.
According to McCullough, the
opposition came from uninformed
people who don’t understand natural
predation.
This is often the case in controversial situations.
On the other hand, the proposal
received support from a number of
qualified persons.
Brian Hunter, a regional
manager for the department of fish
and game said he favored the idea,
but the public support wasn’t there.
And we listen to the public," he

said.
Hunter also said the focus is now
on using contraceptive drugs and
surgical spaying of female deer to
control the herd.
The San Francisco Society for
Prevention for Cruelty to Animals
has volunteered its help.
But McCullough sees problems
with this idea too.
"Deer are not easy to catch," he
said. And because deer give birth in
hiding, he said it would be hard to
determine the efficiency of the new
proposals.
If the coyote proposal were to be
used, the predators would be
equipped with radio-transmitter
collars and would be monitored
carefully through 1983. Then the
results of the experiment would be
carefully reviewed before continuing it.
I support the idea of using
coyotes, because it would restore the
natural balance to a predicament
that was created unnaturally.

letters
Computer club
pushes literacy
Editor:
The SJSU Computer Science
Organization applauds C.B. Hatchett’s statements in the April 8
Daily story, "Need seen for computer literacy."
With the rapid proliferation of
computers in society, Hatchett
points out the need for educating
students and faculty in lie use of
computers. We could not agree
more. That is the main purpose for
the Computer Science Organization.
Being in the middle of Silicon
Valley, the world’s largest concentration of computer companies,
we felt a real need for our
organization. We are new at SJSU,
and our membership is open to all
students of all majors. We will be
providing field trips to computer
firms and generally spreading information about computers.
We are hoping to fulfill our goals
at SJSU.
Bob Nakahara
President
SJSU Computer Science

Time and effort
are rewarded
Editor:
A quick glance at the front page
of the April 8 Spartan Daily revealed
an excellent areticle by Jeff Smith.
In fact, the article was so
provocative that I attended my first
A.S. board of directors meeting that
night to see the outcome of the fund
request. The request was to pay for a
talk by a well-informed, former

presidential candidate to balance
the anti-American viewpoint of the
University Committee in Solidarity
with El Salvador.
Steve Yurash, an SJSU College
Republican and a member of the
A.S. budget committee, requested
funds to bring the Hispanic 1980
Republican primary candidate to
SJSU. Yurash must be thanked for
his attempt to equalize the opinions
presented to SJSU but his proposal
was rejected by the budget committee in a manner described in the
article.
Fortunately, the decision was
reversed by the board of directors
the day of the article. Another SJSU
College Republican, Joe La us,
presented the request to the board of
directors and after several directors
questioned the student, a vote
validated the funding.
This episode seemed to show
that if a campus group has a valid
request, plenty of time and effort
can be rewarded with funding.
Unfortunately few students spend
the time to see where their money is
being spentor even care!
Stephen J. Holly
Geology
senior

First Amendment
protects us all
Editor:
Diane Scher opposes freedom of
speech for the Klan because they
promote violence" and "take justice
into their own hands." Yet she gives
unqualified support to the other end
of the political spectrum which is
guilty of the exact same things! This
double -standard hypocrisy is
common among many who defend
the left and condemn the right.
Like Wiggey Sivertsen, the
Associated Students Board of
Director’s most biased adviser, they

visciously attack any criticism of
the left as infringements on the
freedom of speech and the freedom
of assembly. I should think that if
such a person’s real concerns were
with these freedoms, they would
come running to the defense of the
Klan’s right to free speech and
assembly!
Your true colors are showing,
AS., when you allow freedom of
speech only to those with whom you
do not strongly disagree. Your
ingonorance shows when you oppose
the Klan for its inherent violence,
but condone the violence done in the
name of Karl Marx. Perhaps "Mein
Kampf" and "State and Revolution"
should be made required reading of
student government officers. It
might eliminate some of the
widespread ignorance.
I oppose both of these extremes.
They are not choices at all, but are
both self-destructive. History proves
this Philosophies based on race and
class superiority are doomed to
disappear. The new world which we
create will not be for an elite race or
class, but for all people. The building
of that world requires that we first
have an ideology that transcends all
classes and all races.
Dale Milne
History
graduate

’Buddy, can you
spare a dime?’
FAlitor:
Once I had a program in the
Associated Students budget, made it
run, made it race against time.
Once I had an AS. program,
then came the A.F.I. (Automatic
Funding Initiative)Buddy, can you
spare a dime?
Sean Ferguson
Journalism
senior
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Committee wants groups’ extra funds back
by Eric Strahl
The Associated Students budget committee Tuesday
recommended to eliminate non-reverting funds which it
now provides for four programs.
If the board of directors approves the recommendation, excess funds which do not revert this year to
A.S. from the A.S. Business Office, Earth Toys, Program
Board and Recycling Center would come back at the end
of the 1981-82 fiscal year.
The motion proposed by Controller Tom Fil was
passed by a 4-1 vote, with Ranjan Charon dissenting.
Fil said an excess of $19,000 in the program board
account will be shifted over to next year’s budget under its
non-reverting fund status,

lie and committee member Bill Santi said such funds
could build up without knowledge of A.S.
We don’t know how much they’ve got," Santi said.
"It’s holding back money we could spend on other

A.S. will have either $480,000
or $360,000 to allocate next year
groups."
In other action, the budget committee decided to wait
until after the spring break to formulate two proposed

Fountain to remain dry
until purchase of pump
The fountain in front of
Tower Hall will remain
dryat least for a while.
The fountain was
turned off last month when
the pump that drains the
fountain broke down.
The pump, which sat
underground in front of the
Old Science Building, has
been removed to check for
the cause of the breakdown.
The pump services
storm drains for buildings
surrounding the lawn area
in front of Tower Hail.
"There should be no
problem with drainage as
long as it doesn’t rain,"
according
to
Reggie
Denner,
plumbing
supervisor at SJSU.
A new pump was
purchased for $1,400, but
was returned this week
because it was not "Underwriter
approved,"
Denner said.
The approval certified
the pump motor meets
certain standards set by
Underwriter Laboratories,
a national pump inspection
lab.
Denner has received
one bid of $2,500 and
another of $2,338 for a
certified pump. He will
wait for another bid before

photo by Ted Thurgate

Kym Bersuch explains pump problems,
a decision is made about
which pump to purchase.
Once purchased and

received, the new pump
should take "maybe a day"
to install, Denner said.

budgets for 1981-82.
One of the budgets will be implemented based on the
outcome of the A.S. judiciary’s decision on whether the
Automatic Funding Initiative, passed in last week’s
student elections, is constitutional.
A.S. will have either about $480,000 or about $360,000 to
allocate to campus groups next year depending on the
judiciary decision.
Committee chairman Andy Arias said waiting will
give the members more time to decide which programs
should be cut from the budget, allowing for $120,000 to be
redirected from A.S. to various instructional programs,
many of which are in the humanities and arts.
The committee also recommended changing a budget

stipulation to allow campus groups to be only included Iii,
but not necessarily funded by, A.S. special allocations for
two previous years before they can be included in the
regular A.S. fiscal year budget.
The vote was 4-1 with Ftanjan Charan dissenting.
Committee member Steve Yurash also proposed two
budget stipulations, both of which failed for lack of a
second.
One motion would have refused funding for any
organization’s published material which supports a
political position.
The other would have refused funding to any group or
activity whose membership advocates the overthrow of
the U.S. Government or Constitution.

City council nixes sprinklers
by Greg Robertson
An ordinance that
would have required all
multiresidential buildings
three stories high or more
to install sprinkler systems
as a fire safety precaution
was rejected by the San
Jose City Council Tuesday
afternoon.
The
ordinance,
rejected 8-3, would have
given San Jose the strictest
fire code of any city in the
state.
This came on the heels
of an ordinance passed last
week which now requires
all
multiresidential
structures in the city to
install smoke alarms.

been 46 fires in three- and
four-story structures in the
city in the past 21 months.
Of these, 43 were in threestory and three in fourstory buildings,
A few developers spoke
against the ordinance
claiming the cost of installing sprinklers would
only be passed along to
potential renters or buyers.
One developer also
claimed the cost of installation was just one in a
long line of small items
that could potentially
discourage builders from
considering San Jose as a
development spot.
Clet did not know how
many deaths had resulted
from the fires.
Councilman
Jerry
Estruth, who voted in favor
of the ordinance along with
lanni and Patricia Saucedo
said the number of deaths
was not important, only
that the next death "could
come in that 47th fire."

In fighting for the
ordinance, Councilwoman
Nancy Lanni cited a study
which claims 30 percent of
all people are not able to
respond to smoke alarms
during an emergency. She
said "as a city, we can do
nothing but support the
ordinance."
Upon making the
Councilman Claude
Fletcher introduced a motion, Fletcher said,
"Affordable
housing is the
motion which deferred the
sprinkler ordinance for at issue here. I’m not comfortable with the figures
least six months.
Fire Chief Vince Clet given and the lack of inhad argued in favor of the formation."
Fletcher said he was
ordinance, but Fletcher
said he wasn’t satisfied worried this also could be
with the information Clet an issue of overregulation.
He cited a state panel in
had provided.
Clet claimed there had Sacramento which is

looking over the issue and
said he preferred to wait
and hear its findings.
Sausedo was worried
the city was going to add
"additional people at
higher densities
and
possibly not be able to add
the staff needed to
guarantee fire safety."
According to Clet, San
Jose has the highest ratio
of fire fighters to
population of any city in the
state.
"There’s not one of us
who hasn’t complained
about lack of information,"
Councilman Tom McEnery
said. "This is a matter of

public safety that needs to
be fully discussed. What
harm could be done by
waiting?"
Under current city fire
codes, buildings four
stories or higher already
require sprinkler systems.
Although Clet fought
for the motion, upon
questioning from Councilman Jim Beall, he ad-
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mitted building height was
not as vital to fire safety as
such things as width of
corridors or the solidity of
doors.
Fletcher originally
proposed deferral on the
item for one year, but upon
suggestion from other
council members, he
amended his motion to six
months.
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The spirit of Tae Kwan Do
One dozen members were
dressed in white gis. Their concentration was away from the crowd
of about 200 who anticipated the
hard style kicks and techniques of the
Korean martial art, Tae Kwon Do.
In a joint effort, members of the
SJSU Tae Kwon Do club and members of Choi’s Institute of Tae Kwon

A

\
Side punch warm-ups are demonstrated by Duii Diikngelo, left, Chris
Giles, center, and Grady Turner.

Chris Giles shows the determination needed in breaking
bricks

Do, taught by Masters Dan Choi and
Hyung Choi of San Jose, fascinated
students who witnessed the breaking
of boards and bricks yesterday afternoon at the Seventh Street grass
area located next to the faculty
cafeteria.
During the demonstration, bricks
were broken with the hand, the head
and the elbow. A one inch 12 x 12
pine board was also broken by a
forceful kick.
"Concentration is the most important thing," said Andy Meserth,
instructor and first degree blackbelt.
According to Meserth, you must
break away from all other thoughts in
the mind that may work against you.
There is a lot of discipline involved in Tae Kwon Do, according to
Meserth. It is a hard style form of
martial art that uses a lot of kicks and
contact and only 20 percent in hand
techniques.
The traditional art of Korean Tae
Kwon Do has about one thousand
years behind it, Meserth said. It is an
open hand technique that teaches
respect for all living things and
therefore no weapons are used.
"Love and respect is the true
sense of the spirit of Tae Kwon Do,"
Meserth said.
Sparring and parrying techiniques
were also demonstrated.
The SJSU Tae Kwon Do club is
offering free lessons beginning April
21 on Tuesdays and Thursdays at
noon in PER 260.
Each class session begins with
meditation which helps to eliminate
outside forces, according to Meserth.
"Tae Kwon Do is heavy in
concentration," Meserth said. "You
collect your mind and thoughts so
that you’re only thinking about kicks.
We want to be away from emotions,"
It takes an average Tae Kwon Do
student about three and one half to
four years to earn a blackbelt, according to Mike Zabalza, instructor.
"If you’re going to get into
fighting techniques, you get what you
want --a hard workout, sweat and a lot
of hard breathing," Meserth said.

Don DiAngelo flied foot first into two pine boards held by David Hevia

photos by Bill Andrews
text by Stephanie Villegas

Concentration transforms into exertion as Mike Zabalza
smashes through six bricks.
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Condos to swallow up 4th Street parking
by Barbara Wyman
After 1982 parking at
SJSU may "get a little
tight" when some 800
parking spaces
are
eliminated, according to J.
Handel Evans, associate
executive vice president at
the university.
Those spaces, now in
two dirt lots between Third
and Fourth streets, will
make way for proposed
city development which
could begin as early as next
year.
The lots have "always
been city property," according to Leon Kimura,
senior planner for the City
Office of Center City
Development.
The lots, Kimura said,
were accumulated for
student parking because
the city was not utilizing
them.
"We’ve been waiting
long enough to get going"
on this project, he said.
Plans
for
the
development
include
possibly some 600 to 1,000
"market rate" housing
units, Kimura said, which
would not include low- or
moderate-income units.
Specific plans call for a
high-rise condominium
unit, low rise housing units,

an office tower and ground
level retail shops.
Those plans, Kimura
noted, are subject to
change when a specific
developer is chosen for the
project.
The city is inseveral
terviewing
developers this week and
will choose one in May.
"We’re looking for a
developer who has the best
financial backing, expertise and lot of enthusiasm to get started
right away," Kimura said.
Construction would then
begin next year.
The
planned
development will be linked
to the San Antonio Plaza on
Second Street by extending
the plaza’s brick walkway
through the middle of the
block.
The development is the
first step in a plan to
develop an eight block area
from Fourth to Market
photo by Brenda Flowers
streets, between San
Fernando and San Carlos Some 800 parking spaces will be lost when development begins on two dirt
parking lots between Third and Fourth streets.
streets.
The eight block area is
only a part of a larger plan
to convert the entire he said.
"I’d say it would be controls the lots.
downtown into "a 24-hour
The city estimates the closer to 900, though," said
The two lots, Coleman
city instead of a place university will lose some Bob Coleman, branch said, can produce a line of
where the sidewalks are 800 parking spaces when manager
for
ABM waiting cars almost daily.
rolled up at five o’clock," development begins.
Parking, the firm which The lots fill by about 9:30

Alarms to be purchased
to increase library safety
by Cyndee Fontana
Fifty wireless, portable alarms are being
purchased
by
the
university for student use
to increase safety in the
five bookstack areas in the
old library.
The university began
paperwork toward the
$4,744 purchase based on a
University
Police
Department study which
explored six alternatives
designed to increase safety
in the library.
"The police department studied a variety of
things," Executive Vice
President Jack Coleman
said. "The easiest and
most sensible is the
wireless portable alarm
system."
Students will be able to
carry the alarm in a pocket
or clip it to a book,
Coleman said. The alarms
will either resemble a pen
or a paging device used by
doctors, he said.
Students will be able to
check out the alarm at the
library circulation deck by
leaving their student I.D.
card or drivers license.
If in "distress," a
student can press a button
on the alarm which transmits a signal to one of five
receivers in the bookstack
area. In turn, that signal is
transmitted to receivers at
the library circulation desk
and police department.
Both library personnel
and police officers will be
dispatched to the area, the
study said.
Police Chief Earnest
Quinton said the system
should help "lessen
anxiety" students feel
while using the bookstack
area.
In the study prepared
by the police department,
the alternatives of mirrors,
surveillance
cameras,
silent alarms and a soundalert system were not
feasible because of high
coat and questionable ef-

fectiveness.
The report said installing more blue light
telephones was also an
acceptable solution, but the
department recommended
the portable alarm system
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SJSU has 6,364 parking
spaces. This equals about
36 percent of the FTE I full
time equivalent student
enrollment) of 17,529. The
parking, however, accomodates both employees
and students.
Compared to other
California universities and
colleges, SJSU’s parking
percentage is "pretty low,"
Evans said. Of 19 state
colleges and universities,
only California State
Universities at Chico,
Humboldt and San
Francisco have lower
parking capacity percentages.
In
conversations
between city and SJSU
administrators,
SJSU
President Gail Fullerton
said the university would
take care of the parking
problem, Kimura said.
Presently the Seventh
and 10th street garages
could not accomodate the
additional cars at peak
operation periods, according to Ed Nemetz,
university traffic manager.
Peak periods are from 8:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. daily.

"That’s nut saying we
won’t come up with
something," Nemetz added.
A three-story 1,200
space garage proposed for
the corner of Fourth and
San Salvador streets is still
awaiting funding.
The garage plans met
with student opposition, as
well as opposition from
inhabitants of Building SS,
a temporary building on
that site.
The garage plans have
been set aside until the city
completes several traffic
studies, including the
possible conversion of 10th
and 11th streets and the
Transit Mall.
Conversion would
affect the traffic flow and
the positioning of the
garage.
The garage "has a long
way to go," Evans said,
and would not be built until
at least 1982.
University
administrators are considering placing the garage
at an alternate site, but no
specific site has been
designated.
Traffic
increases
which would accompany
the new development may
also cause problems.

Second -level pedestrian
bridges could allow
walkers to cross Third and
Fourth streets even during
heavy traffic flows.
The 10th and 11th street
conversions and a transit
mall which would require
the closure of First and
part of Second streets to
vehicle traffic, could "play
havoc" on downtown
traffic problems, however,
Jim lxitner, associate civil
engineer for the city, said.
said
Kimura
"generally speaking you
always expect to have
more congestion downtown." He said he hoped
the transit mall would
make people more sensitive to mass transit.
Before the development begins, the developer
will have to file an Environmental
Impact
Report describing the
specific impact of the
development on the
surrounding environment.
Other proposed city
developments now being
planned are a Park Center,
next to the San Antonio
project and a three and one
half block area enclosed by
Post, Santa Clara and San
Fernando streets.

When you need some
notes at 3:00 a.m.,you find out
who your friends are.

The alarms will be
bought as soon as the
request clears the
university’s Purchasing
Office, Coleman said.
The university will
install the receivers with
because "this solution supervision from the
provides the greatest company which provides
protection for the least the alarm system, acexpense. It also gives the cording to the study.

$500,000 state
grant will
finance project

Phannacettical Sales
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visitor the choice to use the
system or not use the
system."
The project will be
financed through a $500,000
state grant given to the
university last year to
increase campus safety.

alp and then ’clear a
little" between 11 a.m. and
noon, he said.
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You left the notes for
chapter 6 in the library. A sure
sign that tomorrow’s test will
be heavy with questions from
clapter 6. Someone you know
is about to get a phone call.
He’s not going to like it, but he’s
going to come through. When
this is over, do something
special for him. Tonight, let it
be 1LOwenbrau.

to good friends.
Liiwenbrau.Here’s
.
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Buxom blonde flaunts flesh for job publicity
Annie Ample’s figure got stares at the beach,
Itt;-;ATErY
Ions
so she turned her 44-D figure into a career
by Scott Dempster
Speelinl to the Dolly

Annie Ample is not
exactly the kind of woman
you can take home and
show mom but that does
not mean you cannot enjoy
a bikini walk with her
through campus.
Ample, the new West
Coast editor for High
Society magazine, known
for its controversial nude
photos of celebrities, made
a bikini walk through SJSU
in conjunction with Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity
during Greek Week.
Ample, known for her
44-D breasts, which are
insured for $1 million with
Lloyd’s of London, was
subjected to many shocked
and disbelieving stares.

different looks. I figured I
could turn those looks into
money and the rest is
history," Ample said.
Ample began her
career at Pacers in San
Diego, the largest go-go
club in the United States.
Ample now manages
Pacers, which features 52
girls on a rotating basis,
dancing simultaneously on
two stages.
"I love club work
because it is so entertaining. The people who
go to clubs are not perverted
but
normal,
everyday people," said
Ample.
High
Society
magazine,
which
discovered
Ample at
Pacers, is mostly a woman-

Ample insured her breasts
for one million dollars

photo by Don Smith

Annie Ample strokes her body as campus student look on in curiosity and
amusement. The Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity sponsored the bikini walk.

SJSU grad sees housing,
10th-llth streets as issues
by Greg Robertson
Although Jim Beall is
council
the
city
representative for district
San
Jose, his
nine in south
concerns reach beyond his
district’s boundries when
discussing campus-related
problems.
As the former SJSU
student director of housing,
Beall, 28, still considers
student housing one of the
biggest problems around
campus.
"There just isn’t any
student housing being built
around campus," Beall
said. "The buildings that
are around campus aren’t
student-oriented."
Beall is trying to get
developers interested in
building student housing

problem.
’Looking at the
economic realities of a
students’ budget, the
university must be more
active and involved," Beall
said. He expressed appreciation for SJSU
President Gail Fullerton’s
efforts at working with the
city to create a new atmosphere, but claimed she
has little say without an
active chancellor.
Beall said the housing
as well as other campus
problems stem from a
sudden change SJSU underwent during the past
decade.
"The enrollment has
gone from a 15,000-student
college to a 30,000-student
university," Beall said.

Beall hopes board and care
homes will move out of area
around campus. One of his
targets is the block bordered by San Carlos, Third,
San Fernando and Fourth
streets, now a dirt parking
lot.
"I’m hoping for some
high-rise and mid -rise
apartment complexes that
would attract students,"
Beall said.
Despite
being
a
commuter campus, Beall
feels that housing near
campus would be used by
students who commute,
especially
married
students.
"Other universities
have excellent housing for
married couples," Beall
said. "This is not evident at
SJSU. Let’s face it, Spartan
City is just not adequate."
Beall said Spartan
City’s 100 units is far from
a serious effort to relieve
the problems students with
families have.
He blames the problem
an the chancellor of the
CSUC system who has,
according to Beall, "not
taken a role" in the housing

"This has changed the
environment from a living
school to a commuter
campus."
Beall said the campus
is now "lacking character.
SJSU is not like Berkeley,
for example."
The first + term council
member hopes increased
student housing and the
addition of student.
oriented retail businesses
near campus could help
create a new image for
SJSU.
Beall points to the
crime issue as an image
problem that needs to be
changed.
"You can’t just throw
more cops on as a
solution," Beall said. He
believes a number of
security measures must be
taken including individuals
themselves taking selfdefense measures.
"You give the criminal
the chance and he’ll take
it," Beall professed. "Take
away that chance and the
crime rate will drop."
Beall explained the

"I was well endowed as
a teenager and these
breasts of mine are real,
There is not silicone in this
chest," Ample said.
The bikini walk began
in front of the Student
Union and ended at the
fountain.
Ample stopped inside
the Pub during her route to
the fountain, and many
beer drinkers lost a great
deal of their suds when
they caught a glimpse of
Ample’s chest.
"I love the college and
Greek system. If I went to
college I would not enroll
but go to class and stare at
the good-looking men,"
Arhple said.
Ample went through
many career changes,
from dog groomer to
nursing student, before she
turned a teenage hobby, gogo dancing, into a startling
career.
"I would walk on the
beaches of San Diego and I
would receive so many

operated magazine.
While some people
think the magazine is
pornographic, Ample
doesn’t.
"The women who run
the magazine, Morton
Dennis Wax and Associates
in New York, are fantastic.
Our magazine is clean, full
of class and not disgusting
as some people think,"
Ample added.
"I really have no
journalism experience but
I can and do write
humorous articles for the
magazine. I do not do much
editing," Ample said.
Ample used to be a
long-haired brunette.
"I bleached my hair to
be a Jayne Mansfield lookalike. I figured out I could
make more money having
blond hair and being bigchested. The brunette, flatchested look is not in style
right now," said Ample.
Ample said she got her
breasts insured for
"publicity hype."

concentration of board and
care homes in the campus
area can only increase the
crime problem. This is why
he
supports
the
moratorium
against
locating any additional
homes in the area.

photo by Steve Madthw

Ample and her crew arrived on campus April 3. Her brief visit was looked
upon with disgust by campus students quoted in an article in the Daily,
"It is really a big joke. Macho, Miss Nude Galaxy, said.
"I believe in the simple
How am I supposed to Miss Nude Beach -San
collect insurance on my Diego and Miss Comic Con. life and if I went broke
"People who are in tomorrow it would not
chest? I am surely not
going to bite myself," Am- show business are very phase me. You only need a
insecure people. They little money to live."
ple said.
Ample has traveled always need attention. I
Ample said she does
throughout the United am very confident in this not use any drugs but
States and Canada to busines because I am so drinks coffee likes fish.
promote the magazine, well -developed," Ample
"I tried cocaine once
appearing at top-notch added.
but the high did not last too
Ample said she handles long. Drugs are too exnight clubs. She has been
on various talk shows, the public very well, and pensive for the high you
was
a
doesn’t
always like to show receive and you cannot find
television shows, and
pure cocaine anyway,"
ring girl for Muhamrned off.
"When I go grocery Ample said.
Ali championship fights.
"I have seen all kinds shopping, I wear baggy
Ample’s advice for a
of people but I really love sweats and my Devo woman who wants to get
into the public eye, whether
Northern California. The glasses," Ample added.
people up here have ex-The public eye wants it is modeling or movies, is
cellent manners and there to think celebrities are to have a "great public
are no head games. People perfect and they, the press, relations man and a
down in San Diego are love to pick you apart," photographer; just look at
really nutty," Ample said.
said Ample.
Elvis."
Ample in her spare
Ample said she does
"One has to be at the
time likes to study an- not date too frequently.
right place at the right
thropology.
"I am very busy with time," Ample adled.
"I am in a very
respectable business. I
have not and never will
make an X-rated movie,
and High Society Magazine
is legitimate and it is great
fun," Ample said.
Ample said that time
"The favorite thing I traveling and I guess I goes in cycles and repeats
like to do is lay out nude in intimidate men with my itself. So in the year 2001,
the desert and get a sen- chest. My ideal man is get ready for another milsuous tan. I really love my short and looks like Al lion dollar breast walk
through SJSU.
independence,"
added Pacino," Ample said.
Ample.
Ample said one should
Scott Dempster is a
Ample, who has a deep, own certain luxuries.
rich tan, and is of Italian
"I deserve every penny Journalism student and a
descent, has won such I earn for the things I do member of the Alpha Tau
beauty pageants as Miss but I do not believe in being Omega Fraternity which
Erotic Entertainer, Miss materialistic,"
Ample sponsored the walk.

’I tried cocaine once but
the high did not last too long’

Thirsting
for the best
ofCanada?

"Hopefully they will
begin to move out of the
area," Beall said, expressing a desire that their
departure could create
room for student housing or
business.
Among other campus
issues, the former member
of the Planning Commission said he favors the
proposal to change 10th and
11th streets into two-way
traffic.
"The one-way streets
divide, cut up and isolate
neighborhoods,"
Beall
said. Two-way streets, on
the other hand, "help
retain more character."
He said the potential
commute problems that
the conversion could cause
would be reduced upon
completion
of
the
Guadalupe Freeway.
Beall also expressed a
difference of opinion with
Tom McEnery, councilmember from district
three where SJSU is
located. McEnery favors a
plan known as the central
incentive zone which would
give developers tax breaks
and speed up licensing and
building permits to anyone
interested in downtown
development.
"McEnery is looking at
downtown in that we’ve got
to get buildings built,"
Beall said. "I’m more
interested in getting jobs
for people and seeing who
gets subsidies. I want to
make sure that small
business gets break."
Beall stated that there
is still a lot of work locally
to be done on the project,
most of which is going to be
determined by federal
requirements

Make . ,
sure its Molson.
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Face No. 1 Oral Roberts in Fresno Tournament this week

SJSU men golfers win Northern California Tourney title
by Billy Thomas
Despite the loss of some talented seniors, SJSU’s
men’s golf team has managed to turn in some quality
perfomances this year.
After finishing fifth in the Guadalajara Invitational
which featured some of the finest teams in the country
including Brigham Young, Oklahoma State and Georgia,
the Spartans then finished first in the Northern California
lrtercollegiate tournament in Stockton.
Not only did the Spartans win the tournament, but
they shot 1080 for the 54 hole event, 26 shots ahead of their
nearest competitor.
"It’s crazy," head coach Jerry Vroom said of the

score. "I wish we could play that way all of the time."
On the par 71 course for 18 holes, the Spartans
averaged 72 shots per man for the three rounds of competition.
Starting things off for the Spartans was freshman Joe
Tamburino from Willow Glen High School in San Jose.
"He was the first player to tee up for the Spartans"
and he shot a 65, which was six under par.
"He got off to a good start," Vroom said. "It was a lift
for the team, which was a big help."
In the individual competition, the Spartans had five
golfers finish among the top eleven.
Mark Cato, a transfer from Canada College, was the

highest placing Spartan, finishing second with a score of
216.
Tamburino, Mike Lang and Don DeLorenzo were
third, fourth and fifth with identical scores of 217, while
teammates Alan Swank and Mike Barnblatt finished
seventh and eleventh with scores of 220 and 222.
"At this point, we are progressing very well," Vroom
said of the golfers’ performance.
The Spartans were four shots ahead going into the
final round of play, but by the time the round was over,
they had a 26 shot advantage over the University of
Pacific, which finished second.
The Spartans are in Fresno taking part in the three

country," Hubbell said.
Carlson also teams
with Jeff Everist as the No.
1 doubles team. Wednesday
they mastered the Bronco
team of Laccabue and
Brad Ana wait 6-2, 7-5.
That doubles combination has only lost four
matches and those losses
came against some of the
best teams in the country,
according to Hubbell.
No.2 player Ken
Bryson won his match in
three sets, 3-6, 6-1, 6-1. All
together the Spartans only
dropped two sets all day.

John Saviano, who
plays in the No. 3 position,
defeated his opponent 6-4,
6-4.
According to Hubbell,
Saviano looks promising in
the future.
"Saviano has had a
good year so far," Hubbell
said, "especially as a
freshman."
Glen Brassington, the
No. 5 man, defeated
Anawalt 6-3, 7-5 and Steve
Lamar defeated Rusty
Dysart 4-6, 6-0, 6-3.
Both Lamar and
Brassington are filling in
for two disabled Spartans.

Dave Cowen has been ill
and hasn’t been to practice
since the Los Angeles trip,
according to Hubbell. The
Spartans went to L.A. to
play highly ranked UCLA
and USC two weeks ago.
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Netmen stampede over Broncos; 9-0
by Rich Robinson
The SJSU men’s tennis
team trounced Santa Clara
9-0 Wednesday in a home
match.
Leading the Spartans
was their No.1 player Rich
Carlson who beat Jim
Laccabue of the Broncos 75,6-1.
According to coach
John Hubbell, Carlson has
improved over the course
of the year. One of the main
reasons for his improvement is the caliber of
players he has faced.
"He’s played some of
the best players in the

day Fresno Pepsi Golf Classic. The tournament started’’,
yesterday and will conclude tomorrow.
The Spartans are competing against Oral Roberts
University and Brigham Young University.
Both teams are ranked among the top 10 golf teams irr:
the country by "Golf World" magazine.
When the Spartans return from Fresno, they will take
part in the Western Intercollegiate Golf Championships,
which will be in Santa Cruz at the Pasatiempo Golf
Course.
There will be 24 teams from eight states competing in
the tournament with Oral Roberts being favored to take
the title.

OUTDOOR

ANNuAL-

well in his matches also,
according to Hubbell.

C.

Hubbell doesn’t expect
to make the NCAA
touranment at a team, but
he has high hope that
Carlson can do well enough
to go as an individual. He
also believes Everist and
Carlson have a chance to
go in the doubles category.

The other injured
Spartan is Dickenson, who
hurt his back in the Nor Cal
Tournament
at
the
beginning of the season.

As a team the Spartans
are currently 5-8, but they
hope to improve their
record after the vacation.
The Spartans will host the
University of Pacific on
April 22nd.

But Hubbell has
nothing but praise tor both
men.
"Brassington is doing a
good job filling in" he said.
Lamar is performing
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Rich
Carlson returns a Santa Clara Jim Laccabue volley
during their No. 1 singles match last Wednesday. Carlson
has faced the best players in the country and Sopartan
’It ’If ’It .Ir

John Hubbel feels Carlson’s per men’s tennis coach
formance is starting to reflect the caliber of his competition,
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SEISMIC ANALYST TRAINEES
Be a part of the crucial search for oil and gas reserves. Apply your
degree to the fullest, leam more than you ever imagined you could, and
earn an outstanding salary.
Seismograph is looking for seismic analyst trainees. Requirements are
a degree in geophysics, electrical engineering, computer science, or
physics. Graduates with degrees in mathematics or geology may also
qualify, All must have an indomitable spirit that welcomes challenge.
Seismograph Service Corporation is an intemational geophysical
exploration company involved in wireline services for oil and gas wells and
the collection and formulation of raw seismic data.
Talk with us. Or write: Personnel Director, Box 1590, Tulsa,
Oklahoma 74102. Phone: 918-627-3330.
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Spartans host Fresno nine
Important series for SJSU

bv It’ll, Me, I el/

SJSU third baseman applies a tag on Stanford catcher Bill Worden in the Spartans’ 16-5 loss
Tuesday. SJSU takes on Fresno State next in a crucial series beginning this weekend.

Spartans, ’all-world’ field
highlighted tomorrow in
Bruce Jenner Classic
by Tim Truax
For the SJSU track
team, the trip to San Jose
City College and the 1981
Bruce Jenner Classic will
be a short one.
But the Spartans will
face a long uphill road on
Saturday if they have any
hopes of grabbing the
spotlight.
A virtual "all-world"
field has entered the event,
which is sponsored by the
San Jose Mercury News.
The list of entrants
reads like a Who’s Who of
track and field: Suleiman
Nyambui,
Renaldo
Nehemiah, Ron Livers,
James Sanford, Steve
Williams, Evelyn Ashford,
Dedy Cooper, Eddie Hart,
Brian Oldfield, Al
Feuerbach, John Powell,
Francie Larrieu, Houston
McTear, the list goes on
and on.
"This is the best
quality meet in our area by
far, " head coach Ernie
Bullard said. "We’ll be
facing some excellent
competition."
The Spartans will be
continuing their emphasis
on qualifying for the NCAA
championships just as
much as they will be
worrying about the all-star
competition, however.
Bullard said he is
hoping the 400-meter and
mile relay teams will
qualify on Saturday, along
with Essodina Atchade in
the long jump.
Atchade has a seasor
best of 24-8 1/2, which is six
and one-half inches short of
the NCAA qualifying mark,
but Bullard said he has the
potential to make the jump.
"Essodina was jumping much better at this
point last year," Bullard

But he’ll start
said.
coming around and
on
qualify
hopefully
Saturday."
In the relays, SJSU will
enter its two new squads
that debuted at the Sun
Devil Track Classic
Saturday.
Cleve Prince, Virgil
Torrence, Dwayne Taylor
and Dwayne Green will run
the 400 relay. They will be
trying to better their 40.42
timing which put them at
the top of the PCAA.
In the mile relay, it will
be Prince, Taylor, Bo
Breigan and Urs Kamber
trying to beat their 3:09.66
season best.
"Our relays should
qualify for the NCAA’s,"
Bullard said. "But we
haven’t got four good solid
legs yet in either relay."
Other SJSU entries
include Dan Harvey and
Bret Baffert in the 5,000,
Jeff Shaver in the 10,000,
Mike Hawthorne and Will
Patterson in the 110 high
hurdles, Ken Thomas and
Torrence in the 100,
Breigan in the 800, Kamber
and possibly Prince in the
400, Torrence, Taylor and
Green in the 200, Paul
Bishop in the discus, Bob
Suelflohn in the shot put
and Craig Roberts in the
tiple jump.
The Spartans will also

enter an 800 relay team of
Prince, Torrence, Taylor
and Thomas.
Felix Bohni, who first
vaulted over 18 feet at the
Jenner last year, will be
entered in the pole vault for
the first time in almost a
month after a muscle
strain.
red Foster,
Tim
shirting for the Spartans
this year, will run unattached in the 100.
Other SJUS redshirts
include high jumper Joel
Wyrick, who has developed
jumpers knee, Tony
Zawinul in the long jump
and Stan Ross, a middle
distance man.
Many of the Spartan
entries had their spots
threatenec by the large
amount of all-stars competing.
"There’s a paradox
between club track and
college track," Bullard
said. "The lanes were
almost filled by all the allstars and we could’ve been
kept out of the competition.
"But it’s good experience for our guys," he
continued.
"With our individual
approach, it’s hard to get
much out of a meet like this
team-wise anyway."
The meet begins at
11:30 a.m, and tickets are
$10, $7 and $5.

LEARN TO FLY

by Richard de Give
SJSU, which has lost its last five games, resumes
Northern California Baseball Association play this
weekend against the tough Fresno State squad.
The Bulldogs lead the league in the incomplete first
half and are in third place in second half play with a 3-2
record. They are 26-14 overall.
Fresno boasts a strong offensive attack, as they are
currently in second place in the league in batting average
with a .314 mark and in home runs with 12. They lead the
league in doubles with 43.
Fresno’s top pitcher is John Hoover, who has a 9-1
overall record with a 1.53 ERA.
First baseman Rick Ragazzo is in second place with
seven home runs on the year.
Mark Langston I 4-4 will start today for SJSU. He has
not pitched well in his last three outings against Hawaii,
UC-Riverside, and Nevada-Reno and has not won a game
since Feb. 27, when he beat Fresno 11-1.
When the clubs met last in Fresno, they split two
games and the Spartans were ahead in the third when it
started raining and the game was called.

The game will have to be made up in Fresno, according to SJSU coach Gene Menges.
Menges has not decided who will pitch in tomorrow’s
doubleheader because of the status of Brad Miller, who
has been plagued by shoulder problems this year.
"Miller could go on Saturday," he said.
Eric Tretten and Mil Pompa have been the regular
starters in doubleheaders.
Today’s game time has been moved back again to 1:00
to accomodate Gill Cable, which will be taping the game
for broadcast later. The game was originally scheduled
for 7:30, but was moved back to 2:30 because of a conflict
with the opening tomorrow night of the San Jose Missions’
season.
Tomorrow’s doubleheader starts at noon.
Over the break, SJSU will travel to Davis on Tuesday
and play St. Mary’s here on Friday. The team will also
play a doubleheader against the Gaels on Saturday in
Moraga. The three games will be NCBA games.
The Spartans have an 18-17-1 record on the year and
are in last place in the second half of the NCBA with a 0-3
record.

"Fine Submarine Sandwiches Since 1968"

MODERNE DRUG CO.

$15 INTRODUCTORY
FLIGHT LESSON
CAREER COUNSELING

ANTHONY 1) CAMPAGNA JR

OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT
EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR

Ask about $305
Solo Special
292-7800
Shannon Aviation
1144 Coleman Ave
Son Jose 95110

50 E. SANTA CLARA
Mon ,Sat 10 30-10 30
Sundays I 1 01)10:30

Btli IP Williams St
297-1132

998-8800

SAN JOSE
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Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
CLCS Offers:
Reasonable expenses Travel
Concentrated study in I ainan
Extensive course listing
Full university credit
ENTRY DATES: 4/1-6/12; 6/15-9/4; 9/21-12/18
First Quarter: Tuition S780: Housing S200

Accepting applications for all quarters
For Free Pamphlet and Information:
Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
P.O. Box 15563, Long Beach, CA 90815
Telephone: (213) 597-3361

CREATIVITY
icp-se<

Show us what you can do!
The Academy of Art College is now offering summer
study grant scholarships to students who can measure up
to our standards.
Send for further details today!
Scholarships are available in the areas of
Advertising, Graphic Design, Illustration, Interior Design,
Photography and Fine Art (Drawing, Painting, Sculpture
and Printmaking).

ik

no

For further information return this coupon or call 673-4200

Academy of Art College

Iii i111;1111111)11111111,11,, ,I i 1111,110111111111111q1111i

540 Powell Street, San Francisco, Ca. 94108
I would like to receive further information!

Address
State

11
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’Everybody’s an expert -- it’s the Orioles and the Expos
’
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Baseball fans at the Spartan Daily are no different.
One doesn’t have to be a sportswriter to pick the
winners of this year’s baseball season, which got underway last Wednesday. Even the Editor-in-Chief has an
opinion.
Is/N....firlaZE
And if the Daily staffers are correct, it will be the
Baltimore Orioles over the Montreal Expos in the 1961
World Series.
The wealth of pitching by both teams, particularly by
4144.--rfoMeila-E
Baltimore, swayed the selectors.
The Orioles can boast about the fact that their fourth
best pitcher, Steve Stone, was the Cy Young Award
winner in the American League last season.
Mot/ 7-7-ccii_
The Orioles are in the most hotly contested division,
the American League East, where just winning their
division should prove they are the best team, because the
Wilwaukee Brewers and New York Yankess will not fold
moArnar.,:i,
easily.
The Expos are destined to win their division this
season, so say the selectors. They were the unanimous
choice to win the East, which is stange considering the
defending series champ, Philadelphia, is in the same
5.45i AZANGsSc.c)
division.
Houston and either Kansas City or Oakland (the
selectors couldn’t decide) will challenge but come up
short.
Play ball.
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with this ad
Let us do the work
and save you money too!
DISCOUNT

convenient evening hours
M-F6.30-10p.m , Sat. lam -2p.m
CALL 277-5880

’,Jew 112124.
(3AL-T,MoszE

In Concert

LIKE ADVENTURE?

ir-S7PARTAN

Try Sport -parachuting

The Fiedlands Chamber Singers
Vocal & Dance Par Excellence

1st lump course

Roger Duffer, Director

Roommate Referral Service

$5

wk./ ve,,z.

13,9L_7rfrt.p.E

Why is baseball so popular
Because everyone is an expert. Any fan who has attended a few games has an opinion on which are the best
teams and which one will eventually win trio World Series.
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(I BIC from CAMPUS)

On Stage For Your Enjoyment
Group rates

75 Washers
and Dryers

April 10th, 1981 8:00 pm
St. Paul’s Methodist Church
405 S. 10th St., San Jose

(415) 757-9957

NO WAITING
FREE PARKING

Across From Moulder Mall
Free To SJSU Students

ANTIOCH PARACHUTE CENTER

classifieds
Announcements
CAMPUS MINISTRY Worship:
Protestant. Sundays at $ ern.:
onmn Catholic. Sundays at
p.m E pi
I, first and third
Sundays at 630 p.m., at Ilse
Campus Christian Center, IN S.
10th St.
STUDENT AAAAAA Plan: Take
care of your mouth and teeth,
SAYE
MONEY,
ENROLL
NOW, I
Information and
broutturosat A.S. Office or Info
desk. or call 3114811.
ANTED.
rds,
yearbooks and World Series
programs, autographs, statues,
sports memorabilia
QUICK
CASH See Dr Lapin, Business
Tower 763, or call 137 0191
A THING of beauty is a Or forever
Give the gift only you can
give, beautiful, award winning
by
JOHN
Color
portrait
PAULSON PHOTOGRAPHY.
Call John at 444.23811.
ST.

PAUL’S Methodist Church
inv(tes you to worship with us on
Sundaym ornings at 9 70 135 S
10th St For information about
The Young Adult group call
Steve at at 297 3425 or the
Church off ice al 294-4544

KIM’S HAIR Melina, Gals, Dart "
T
Special
11111.
AA Wednesday, SS. 400 S. 10111 Call
21541777.
LEAVING CALIFORNIA? Summer
and wmanerit jobs nationwode
posting bulletin board ad
vertisernents. $10 to $500/rno
Free materials, training. (41S)
0344412.

Automotive
PLYMOUTH VALIANT 1974.4 door,
tan. Bids accepted until 1:00
p.m. 4/12/01 at Property Of lice,
won. Yard. SJSU.

For Sale
SEER MAKING kit. Makes 4 cases
$32.95. Seer Makers of America,
1040 N. 4111. Call 2118-4647. Open
Wed-Sal.
USED FURNITURE Dinettes front
$149.50. Sofa/Chair sets from
5161.10. Sedrmon sets from
51411.50. Lamps front 17054
mattress and springs from
$m so
CORT FURNITURE
RENTAL
CENTER,
4975
Stevens Creek Blvd , I Mk east
ol Lawrence Expwy Call 964
508.
SKIS/BINDINGS
Rossi 1115cm
ROLM/ 115. 11500? ST650 $121,
170cm Slalom 550, 160m Jr
Racer 550 Olin MC VI 175C
550 Boots Nordics Slalom 11/2
550, Tyrone Jr Bodo, 515, 051.
2164 eves.
WHEEL 3 ee treadle
type See in Art Quad Bids te
Art Dee by Op in WO 21

Help Wanted
JOSS IN Alaskal Summer. year.
round. HIER Me MN to MAIN
per month, All INMs
Fisheries, 011 Industry and
more! For 1911 emeover
listings and info guide, send Sec
ALSCO, P.0 Box 9137, San
Jose, C 95157, 11761 Sobey Rd .
Saratoga, CA 15075

COMPANIONS: HOURLY wage
Work with retarded persons in
their hornes aaaaa noons,
evenings, or weekends. No
experience needed We train
Call 141-22110r 1540111.
MANDARIN
CHINESE
tutor
wanted. Write Jay Vocal at 1450
Kell Circle, Suite 111, San Jae,
CA 15112.
CRUISES: CLUB M
sailing expeelitionsi Needed.
Sports Instructors. Of lice
Personnel, Counselors. Europe,
Caribbean, Worldwcle! Sum
mer, Career Send sins plus II
handling
for
application,
o penings
guide
to
CRUISEWORLD, 2535 watt
Ave, Sacramento, CA 95160.
SUMMER RAFTING Jobs! $1,200 to
$3,6001 Training provided!
Grand Canyon Haman Afro
Send $4.09 for application, in
formatwn gr Kle (plus free lob
guide to Lake Tahoe. CAI, to
WHITEWATER 2535 Watt Aye.)
Sacramento, CA 95840.
T R I -C HEM liquid embroidery.
Crafts instructors wanted. NO
investment, we train. Ham Om
while you earn. Call Hotel at
944-4831 for free denionstratIOn
and informtion.
STAFF OPENINGS this summer at
Camp Kam/wolf, carnp for
living Judaism, in S. Calif Call
Jack Stein, 33S 7116
SALESMAN WANTED Part tone
lob, full time pay Eves. and
Sat Perfect for students. No
Roper needed Call Carton.
Club at 247-1781 Dew 3.5 /Al.
PAID VACATION: I am disabled
grad student seeking an aide
traveling comp. far a summer
trip. I am 37. No eperience nec
Memo Call am’s 154-1716
NEED EXTRA B. Need hop wins
weedion, yardwore and odd
1004 Call 321174182.
AAAAAA FEMALE A aaaaaaaa to
help care tor quadraplegic
female 22 hours per week
10.35 an hour. It interested, call
261-1116.
NAVIGATOR (FEMALE) for Real
Speculator Weekends.
E
732.1113.
STUDENT TO Assist in teaching
remedial reming appro. 1540
hrs per wk Must be available
all 3 days Mon Fre between 1
and 7 pm Must be excellent
reader Will train. 14/hr. Call
Mrs. Spencer, 257.1109.
OVERSEAS JOSS
Summer/year
round. Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asks. All fields. 1104’
11,311 aloofly. Sightseeing. Pelee
MN. Write 1JC, Sex 52-CA38,
Corona Del Mar, CA 02625.

Local and
SUMMER JOBS.
overseas. Write for info to A.P.
Company, 1516 E. Tropicana,
Dept. 7110, Le Vegas, Nev.
19109. Include sell -addressed
stamped envelope.

Housing
SAN JOSE Residence Club and
Mother Olson’s Lodging Houses
Great guys and gals Kitchen.
TV, linen, maid service,
fireplace,
courtyrd
and
Parking 550 to 540 per week
shared S70 to $85 per week
single. 202 S 11th St. OHice, 122
N. Ink St Call 09I14223.
OWN ROOM I I Live in babyetter for
working single mother. Room
and Mere plus bonus. Call
Renee West at 1911.0116 alter S
P
APT. FOR Rent. $330 per ono., SS5 S.
111541 St., 2 bdrms, 2 bath. Call
207-7554,12 p.m. M 6p.m.
WALK TO cUn from your apt, Very
large, clean. quiet 1 bdrm, Imo
"Gill Cable" acmes Irons DH
431 S. Wh. $330 Pura. 295-11$21
WALK TO campust Newly
remodelar’ studies and I bdrrn,
w/pool from 1121$ including gas
and heat. 43115. Ird.214.5482
SEEKING A Ouiet Non-S1110king
Male to share 2 Sr, 1 ba.apt.
w/pool in L G 51 50 mo. plus 1/2
o hs $47 50 dep Greg after 6
p m 354-6408 or 371-5970.
OFFICE OPEN tAM to 5PM 5 days
a week. No Children or Pets
AEI( All furnished 2 Sdrm, 2
bath
$301.00 rent. 1350.00
deposit I Berm. I balll $345.110.
5205 00 deposit Call 187.7110.
Have laundry.
STUDENTS LOVE To Live Hem 2
ml university. Great semi.veg
meals 1325 292 1916 Bus
FURNISHED I BR
allit Good
security All 01$1 pd 5211 plus
deo Near SJSU, non smoker,
2118 8622
FURNISHED APTS SO& 3 -baths
Deposit $250. rent 5795, SIS Key
deposit One MI, I bath, alley
Rent 4205, Deposit MO and key
deposit The 470 Apt. 0105 11th
St. 287.7500.

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN C
Roman Catholic and P SSSSS tint
campus
ministries
offer
religious services, study gnliopli,
social events and counseling at
700 S 10th St., call 2914204 Fr.
Dan Derry, Sr. Joan Panel.,
Ms. Lynda DeManti, Rev. Sorb
Firnhaber, Rev. Peter Coop
man.
LOOKING FOR A
wedding photographer?
images by
John Paulson Photography
are expressions of love Soft,
elegant and universally understood. For the finest award
winning photography, call John
at 148-23811.

TO Fly. Printery and
Ad
Instruction. C.152. $22
per hour Wet Dual SILSO WOMB
55 (lleurlyl. Call Dan, 141-4157.

AF FO AAAAAA CUSTOM designwl
invitations for weddings. parties
or
business
occasions.
Calligraphy our specialty. Its
ritations Ink
Call Colleen or
Terri at 284 3441 or 217 S019
FAST, PROFESSIONAL resumes
design, pbototypt and print
Day/evening and Saturday
service (Ad Writers) Call 2004002.
SAY IT With Balloons. The run
alternative to flowers! Two
dozen tong -stemmed balloons
delivered for Valentine’s Day,
birthdays, or lust to say ’II love
you:" Lofty Thoughts Balloon
Co. Call 2654106.

LADIES, LET Me Entertain Yell
Male stripper for your next
bridal shaver or backs Meter
party. Call Rick at 2484344 after
PPM.

EASYTYPE TYPING Service. Fast
Word
accurate, professional
processing available A comservice
Call
249.
plete typing
0412,

Typing

TYPING TOP quality guaranteed
IBM Correcting Seleclric II. All
work proofed and edited for
spelling Rees $1 50 for double
Sp . page, 52 for single sp. Page.
$3 per page for letters( $S per
page for resumes 10101, help
voserup). Cash only No cheat
please Remember. The OW
terries, of poor quality remains
long after the sweetness of a NM
price is forgotten. Call. KITTY
at 238-3001 between Sand 10 p.m.
end 00 weekends.

HIT N’ RUN, Wedding/Party Band.
’rep 40 music, appealing to all
ages. $ member band available
now. Call Stuarts! 2314765.
PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES
composed, typeset, printed,
pickup and delivery, real. rates.
275-1386.
TYPING
MY Home, accurate
prompt, experienced, hours:
to
loon.Lm.nr.Hwys
17 and
am
280. Phone 2174616.
RENT

Number. Telephone
service. Use our
number as your own for
resumes, adverbsing, personal.
$21 month. 215.1144

TAXES DONE while you wait for
1040A and SOA. Reliable, former
business student. Call 51164551.
HOLISTIC
YOGA w/Swmi
Niranian. M Mru Th. 74 p.m.
Lecture. sesang, discussion,
Sun TI p.m. 320 S. 3rd. Suite C
(2nd floor/ . For information
regarding other activities and
workshops, call 217-5163

FREE COUNSELING FOR
Student Travel
Europe, Asia, Mexico, Hawaii,
Africa
USA, International
Identity Card. Eurail, Britrail,
hostel card, camping tours,
overseas KM placement student
ship, wide map selection, books.
backpacks and voltage con
reties. Trip and Travel, 740W
San Carlos (next to Main Public
Library), 2 blocks from campus
Open 7 days. Mon -Fri 14.
Sat., 10-5, Sun, 0000 5 Call 292
1113

A

TYPING: FAST, Accurate, Prof.,
AffordabNI IBM-Carbon Rib.
Editing. B.A. fanlight 1264371.
man.
FIRST CLASS Typing: 51.25 Wei.
spaced pg. 2 blks from Meridian
and
Blossom
Hill
area.
Pica/Elite/Symbol /111Ses Call
Donna at 2454543 for fast ser
vice.

TYPING: ACCURACY, neatness,
deadlims guaranteed. Ro, reports
per oncost a. m
and dissertations Approves’ by
SJSU Graduate Office IBM
Selectro II
Si/Blossom Hill
Area. Call Janet at 227-1525.
TYPING: DONE in my home.
Reasonable. Call Lynn at 73,014.
TYPING: I’LL type anything.
Experienced.
In,
professional. North valley area.
Cali Marc Lou at 243.1151.

TYPING BY prolinsional. 20 years
experience. Neat, a:curate. All
formats. Theses, resumes,
reports,
di ttttttt ions.
Deadlines
teed. So. San
Jose. Call Keane at $78-1216.
TYPING: ONE letter to large mail
lists, reports, manuals or
reSSInits. Qualify work at
reasonable prices. Call THE
EXECUTIVES ASSISTANT al
2801148.

Travel
SUMMER STUDY in Peru Earn up
to 7 units next summer. A total
immersion 7 week experience in
Peruvian Culture Contact Dr.
Hamilton. Foreign Languge, at
277-2576.

WILLOW . GLEN/ALMADIN.
Qualify typtns and editing.
Research papers. resumes, its,
Ask for Marcia Morton at Mb
NM.

WHITEWATER RAFT trips
Discount prices in April! IS
percent off For free brochure
call 614 1551 or write, Rollinson
R ever Rafting, 322 Palmer Are.,
Aptos, CA 95001
TRAVEL. STUDY. HurnanaNs arts
hour, Athens, Rome, Austria,
Paris, Landes. 6/17-7/22, 14
units cold/and. Contact Dr.
Flick, Theatre Arts. 277-2763.

GERI. I shall miss you deeply The
memories ol being with you will
We were first loves
last fo
to each other You are S
my heart Low/ Dave.

HELP, WITH yard, Must animals,
esp. Easter wk, Why Cr
Call 311174117, Her I’ll p.m.

TO EVERYONE at Sigma Alpha
Me. Thanks for all your support
during herd Mae in my life. I
COIMIlet kart mane it without
yew With all my hive, Kathy.
again
AND Lin
Mr organising a SSSSS Pinnicles
party lest ...Mewl The Pub
Club.
WANTED McDONALD’S 111Ine
Stamps Will Pay 14,5111 Mr 50*
or 5250 tor M. Call WW2.

TYPING/EXPERIENCED sac,/
types all’ Reports, resumes,
theses, low cost. accurate, last,
high quality. Pam 247-2641, eves.
(Santa Clara nr. San Tomas
Exp.)

LOS ALTOS/Palo AIN. Selectrit II
typing In my office. 51.75 per
double-spaced e.g. 10 year)
experience tor SJSU students
Call Irene at 1447015.

WEEKEND TYPING w/c weekday.
IBM Electric. 11 per page,
editing, phone 2744457.
PROF. TYPING Sereeill. IBM
Selectric correctable. 116 wpril.
10 years experience. All lypIng
accepted, Call Jane at 251.51142
any time. 51.58 per page.
TYPING, PROFESSIONAL, Neat,
Theses, Reports,
Resumes Choice of elements
Incl. tech 253-3615.
TYPING: PAST. tttttttt and
P
Theses, Resume,
Reports omdiees geern teed
R ea sonabie rates, IBM Selectrir
III Call Jan, 7234556, in San
Jose.

TYPING, THESIS, Term Paean.
etc. Experienced and fast
Reasonable rates Call 251-8674,

INO TYPING near
DeAnza
CIleg.
IBM
SeNc/menv lYpe shies 111/1101
sped Pg Like any /CM, good
work/low cost Charlene 257.
0977 day/ere

NAYMONO AND Tyson Secretarial
Fast,
Service.
Typing edited lee
proofed
smiting. ism Selertrie. Call
Sharon at 926 9224 between 5:31
and 111:30 p.m.

TYPING IN my home. IBM
Electronic 60 typewriter. Morels
valley Area. $IM Obi spiced
page Cash. Call Elsie, 250-41183.

THE SECRETARY in Sunnyvale
has OK Electrenk Typewriter
Akio, dietwasene to transcribe
tap*. Editing Capability. Phone
737.1304 for quott.

TYPING. ISM Electric. II per page.
Editing. Phone: 2744457.

THESES. REPORTS. Manuscripts,
etc.; IBM SC II, Cynthia/S.C.,
24744.13, Mary/M.V.. 015.2261.

TYPING $1.60/dbl, spaced page.
Quick fornereeind, can pick up
and dearer. CON 1144606,

TYPING: Seventy typing at
MOWSION rates. IBIA Selectroc
II self <Mewling. Pick up and
delivery ea campus. 10 years
exp. Call Diane at 3464841.

BEST PRICES
Best machine
Best Typist
CO N 3rd, No el
117 43SS atter 2

PROFESSIONAL TYPING on my
home. Quirk turn around. Term
paper, Theses. Rennet, etc.
2274236.

Advertise in the
Spartan Daily!

TYPING: THESES, rowels,
etc. IBM Selectric. SI pm full
*MON spaced, rflard Page. Line
near Cantbren/LOs Gatos area.
Cenittionnetas. Cali Pat at
.1112412

BUY, SELL TRADE OR RENT THROUGH THE

Print

Ad Rates

SALES PART or Full Tone for
Cennle Shoe Store Opening
Call
sale, Emir woe Mao
Mike, 5747190 after 110m M
14111 9001141 Oats

TYPING. FAST, accurate and
professional. Term papers
SI .50/pg Day/Erts. Call KEY
WACKERS, 947-1433 or 272-4525.
Resumes, theses, Otters also
dme.

Tops.
TYPING
THAT’S
E xperienced MIMI Mr Qua
papers, theses, etc. Santa Ckira
area. Call Tony .5 214-2117.

Personals
SKY DIVE: Our complete first lump
course is 575, group rate, 555 All
Falcon
Instructors licensed
Parachute School Call 12011134
1544.

ARTIST/ILLUSTRATOR.
Experienced in Ethnic/Multi.
Culture I Ilustreion part time.
Excellent pay For immediate
consideration call Saturday and
Suncl 11061254 7798

Services

NEED 1 more male non smokers to
share 2 largo br apt All len
5e7 29 mo/ea., plus dep Call
Trier, 2894142 or 2447101 470 S
11th St

04 PER Hr. - Part time female
Misc life duties neer
campus Part of compensation
is "FREE" room in private
residence. Patty 001 MO

FEMALE HELP for pleasant
madicePPed lady. Evenings
from $107 p.m. 104575.

WEDDING SPECIAL
70 Color Prints
Album, 5 hours of photography
Bride keeps the negatives 5250
plus TAX. To reserve your
Wedding date, call 216-3741.
Quality Wedding Photography
for 10 years by Douglas Schwartz.

PRECIOUS PRINCESS. YOur
friendship means the world to
me and your love means even
more
Who knows, maybe
someday Love, Bear.

Minimum three lines on one day
()ne
04%

Two
Days

our Ad Here:,

(Count approx unately .10 letters and spaces for each line)

Three
Days

Four
Days

Five
Days

Each
Extra
Day

3 lines

$210

$350

$1355

$415

54 20

$ 70

4 lines

$350

$420

$455

S4 75

5490

5 lines

$420

5490

S525

5545

55 60

I 70
S 70

6 lines

S490

$560

$595

$6 15

$O 30

$70

Each additional line add $ 70
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Help Wanted
I

For

1)ays

15 fines 1110

atIon

Announcetnonts
kotornolit e

no 4 in lines 545 00 *
Phone 277-3175

Enclosed is $

Personal,
Sri

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

* neadline Two days prior to publication
* Consecutive publacation dates 001,
* No refunds on cancelled ads

st,

Classified Desk Located Outside J(’ 207

Ftiday. alma 10
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ZACK
suRE HoPE THIS
wi-loLE EXPERIENCE
HAs TAuGHT

,Ou

SOMETHING ABOUT
HOW I-LAZA2DOU5
GUNS CAN BE, ’AAR,/

BY CHUCK BECKUM

JUST BECAuSE oF
THIS MINOR ACCIDENT
DON’T THINK THAT I
WANT TO 5TO9 CARRYING
A GUN FOR PROTECTIoni
AGAINST MU66E25!)

FINE! BUT JUST
REALIZE 11-AT GUNS
ARE CANGEROL5 THIVA
vou COULD EASiLY
INJURE SOMEONE,
MAYBE EVEN Kilt THEM!

THAT’S

WHAT

k’M COUNTING OW)

910..44

V
a

BRITT
continued from page 1
On the SJSU level, Britt encouraged gay student
leaders to become more active with other schools in the
area. He said at California State University at Chico more
than 500 attend gay activities and they would be receptive
to joining with other schools.
He said schools such as Stanford and Santa Clara
University are in need of support, as well as the SJSU
group.
Britt was born in the Bible Belt of eastern Texas and
grew up in a religious environment. He said he knew at an
early age that ’’there was something different about me"
and he did not want anybody to know about it. Thus, he
said, "I became the best little boy in Texas" by the
standards of the Methodist Church.
"It took me 34 years to quit the terrible process of
trying to justify myself to the world," he said.
He said it was only after he came to San Francisco
and met Milk that he accepted himself as a gay who
needed to be involve in politics.
He said all homosexuals should be involved in politics
because gays are affected by so many judgments in the
political process.
"To be gay is to be political," Britt said. "How could
anybody who sees the lies and horrors perpetuated not
respond to it?"
He said gays must work to curb the violence in the gay
community in which gays are both victims and instigators.

He said it was also important for gays to strengthen
relationships with other political forces in the community.
In other gay awareness events, activist and actress
Pat Bond brought her one-woman show portraying
Gertrude Stein to SJSU Wednesday night.
An audience of about 125 people saw Bond perform
"Gerty Gerty Gerty is Back Back Back."
Bond’s perfomance provides a chronilogical sketch of
Stein’s life, keying on international relationships with the
likes of Picasso, Ernest Hemingway and James Joyce.
Bond, a big woman, sat in a large highback chair and
discussed Stein’s influence in the lesbian world as it was
and as it is today.
The Benmenn Archive

Coffee house idea brewing
by Nancy Gibson
The Student Union
board of governors passed
a resolution Tuesday
supporting the development of a coffee house on
campus.
The board also passed
a resolution supporting the
renovation of SJSU’s
buildings,
historical
specifically Building D.
Building D is slated for
destruction in the next five
years.
According to the.
Students
Associated
President Mike Medina,
there had been friction
between Spartan Shops,
A.S. and the board of
governors over which
would handle the coffee
house operation.
"This resolution is to
confirm the board of
governor’s support of
Spartan Shops and the site
they have chosen, which is
the Satellite Room,"
Medina said.
One of the major
concerns of both A.S. and
the board of governors,
according to Medina, is
that Spartan Shops give the
coffee house the needed
"unique" and "special"
quality.

Both boards support
Shops’
Spartan
establishment of a coffee
house because they have
been assure that this is a
concern of Spartan Shops,
Medina said.
The coffee house will
be in the Satellite Room
which now houses the
bakery. The boards are
looking at some way of
dividing up the room,
according to Medina.
Spartan Shops will go
to an architect for a
preliminary plan. A.S. will
have direct input, Medina
said, because the president
and three A.S. appointed
students are on the board.
Interest in a campus
coffee house arose when a
temporary coffee house
was set up int he S.U.

television room during the
celebration of the Student
Union’s 10th anniversary in
October 1979.
According to Medina,
the earliest the coffee
house could be completed
is fall 1982.
Building D was
originally considered as a
site for the coffee house,
after
consulting
but
campus architect Peter
Winklestein, President
Gail Fullerton said the
building as it stands "is not
suitable for the suggested
use."
However, the A.S.
board, Spartan Shops and
the Student Union board
the
are
supporting
renovation of the building
as a historical structure.
The building was built in

1876.
Although the building
is slated for destrcution,
Fullerton is very open to
the idea of renovation,
Medina said.
"She especially likes
the idea of Spartan Shops
putting a general shop in
there," Medina said to
return it to its original use.
The building was
originally a gcneral store.
It was built by the Kotlinger family, early settlers of San Jose, as a
hobby for their son who
was slightly retarded,
according to reference
librarian Jack Douglas.
The earliest the
renovation of Building D
could be completed is
summer 1982, according to
Medina.
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Weather
Mostly fair today and tonight. Slightly cooler today
and tomorrow with variable cloudiness on Saturday.
Today’s high will be 65. The low tonight will be 45. This
high on Saturday will be 62. Expect northwesterly
winds to 20 mph afternoons and evening.
Forecast by SJSU Meteorology Department.
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BUDGET

-continued from page 1
The third largest
allocation went to A.S.
leisure services, which
received $52,303 after
getting $50,000 last year.
However, Leisure
Services coordinator John
Cognetta complained that
the program will not be
able to replace equipment
damaged by vandalism
and will not be able to give
pay raises to student
employees. Leisure services originally requested
$63,062.
The Frances Gulland
Child Development Center,
which provides day care
services for 68 children of
SJSU students, received
$30,000, a $4,000 increase
over last year. The center
had requested $31,000 and
the board at first voted to
fund the whole amount, but
then shifted $1,000 into the
A.S. Earth Toys account
just before final approval
of the budget.
During the public
Brown
Linda
forum,
Lumpkin told the budget
committee that children
from low-income families
would not be able to receive
care if the center’s budget
was cut. The committee
had recommended a $3,000
cut in the budget.
A.S. Earth Toys
received $13,800 of its
$14,218 request after
Cognetta told the board the
service is trying to become

8

self-sufficient like the A.S.
Print Shop. He said if
Earth Toys did not receive
adequate funding this year,
it would have to come back
to A.S. in future years for
more money.
The following groups
also received funds:
Inter-Cultural Steering
Committee,
$13,000;
Women’s Center, $10,800;
California State Student
Association, $8,600; A.S.
legal counseling, $8,000;
Semana Chicana, $8,000;
Womyn’s Week, $7,000;
A.S. legislative operating
account, $6,800; El Concilio,
$6,800;
Environmental Information
Center, $6,020; A.S. work
study/student assistant,
$6,000; Asian -American
Spring Festival, $5,000;
Homecoming, $5,000;
Greek
Week,
$3,600;
revenue -sharing
act,
legal
services,
A.S.
$3,000;
$2,000; A.S. election board,
$1,500; A.S. bike shop,
$1,000; SJSU Pre -Law
Association,
$510;
Recycling Center, $200.
The Business Equal
Opportunity
Program
received no funding
because it has not applied
for funds through special
allocations in the past two
years as each group must
do, according to a budget
stipulation.
The budget committee
had recommended $7,500
for the program.
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Frets Suspected

YOGONUT TREES
STRIPPED

Yogonut trees, recently brought onto
campus for their own protection, were
ruthlessly stripped late last night, according
too campus spokesman.
Police immediately sealed off the area,
and ore conducting door-to-door interviews.
Among those suspected ore the Nu Psi
Delta Fraternity, and the entire debate team.
Some of the trees, shorn of apples, raspberries, raisins, sunflower seeds, and even
their little cups of yogurt, are not expected
to recover. There is optimism, however,
that many others will bear fruit again.
Campus officials called for all distraught students to "go home, unwrap either
on Apple ’n Spice or Raspberry Nut
Yogonut’ bar, and concentrate on feeling
better" It worked.

Remember: Take care of it,
and it’ll take care of you.

Now comes Miller time.
Prof. C
Human
univers

